
Analysts Select U.K. Grid 
National Grid will prove the best
performing U.K. electric utility stock this
year, according to three sell-side analysts.  

For a list of top stop picks, turn to
pages 7-8 

Trans-Elect Hires Lenders
Nascent transmission business Trans-
Elect has hired Deutsche Bank and
CIBC World Markets to arrange some
$290 million in acquisition financing.

See story, Page 2
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CINERGY TO UNLOAD WIND PORTFOLIO
Cincinnati-based Cinergy has put its 200 MW wind-farm portfolio—valued at
approximately $200 million—on the block and has retained J.P. Morgan to shop the
assets. A banker involved in the deal says Cinergy is
looking to unload its domestic and international
wind generation assets so it can redeploy
resources to its core utility and merchant
trading businesses and rid itself of assets that
are proving a drag on earnings growth. 

Gill Howard, head of Cinergy’s global
resources team in London, referred all calls to

AEP PLOTS $1B EQUITY OFFERING 
American Electric Power is considering issuing up to $1 billion in common stock and
convertibles to shore up its balance sheet and also to ensure an investment-grade rating
for its unregulated business when it is spun off. A spokesman in Columbus, Ohio, says
the precise timing, the split between common and convertibles and the overall size of the
issuance hasn’t been decided, but a major factor will be feedback in upcoming meetings
with the rating agencies. “One trigger is we realize the unregulated business would need a

(continued on page 11)

A Port In The Storm
ENRON WEATHER TEAM HUNTS FOR NEW HOME
Mark Tawney, head of weather derivatives at Enron in Houston, is talking to Wall Street
firms and power players with a view to landing a new home for his eight-strong team of
weather traders, according to industry officials. Swiss Re is believed to have made Tawney
an offer and he is also understood to have held talks with Morgan Stanley and Sempra
Energy, say two weather officials. A spokeswoman for Swiss Re in New York declined

(continued on page 11)

Calling Diogenes
FINDING A SUCCESSOR TO LAY WILL BE NO 
EASY TASK FOR ENRON 
Enron needs to recruit a miracle worker crossed with a superhero to replace Chairman and
CEO Kenneth Lay, following his resignation last week, according to analysts and power
company officials. “With Enron’s wide reach, it will be difficult to find a leader who was not
impacted by its wheelings and dealings,” says John Olson, a utility analyst at Sanders Morris
Harris in Houston. “The new person will almost have to be from another planet. Superman,

(continued on page 12)

Check www.iipower.com during the week for breaking news and updates.
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Magnolia To Resurface Next Month
The retail end of InterGen’s $426 million Magnolia construction
loan is set for launch next month, in part to allow the market to
digest the Boston-based IPP’s $533 million La Rosita financing
(see story, page 6). The second round was originally penciled in
for early this month (PFR, 12/23), after lead arrangers ABN
AMRO and Credit Lyonnais wrapped up wholesale syndication
Dec. 9 with the addition of commitments from 12 banks. 

The 10-year non-recourse loan will fund construction of a
900 MW gas-fired plant near Memphis, Tenn.

Progress Financing Re-Worked 
To Cut Merchant Risk
Progress Energy’s $440 million loan funding five natural gas-
fired plants has been restructured to mitigate some of the
merchant risk in the project, says one banker who passed on the
deal when it first hit the market. J.P. Morgan released details of
the structural enhancements Jan. 18 to interested firms, he adds.
Tom Sullivan, treasurer at Progress, confirms changes have
been made, and adds he expects the deal to wrap in a matter
of weeks. He declined to comment further. Calls to Morgan
were not returned by press time.

The deal originally launched mid-December. The banker was
unaware of the exact changes in the deal, but notes that typically
when merchant risk issues stall a deal, the sponsor will add some
kind of guarantee. He adds the deal remains open, but he is
unsure of the closing date.

The funds will cover the construction of some 2,500 MW of
capacity (PFR, 12/8). Progress Energy is the holding company
for a number of energy and power operations, including utilities
Carolina Power & Light and Florida Power.

Analyst Shrugs Off Energis Decline
National Grid remains the top stock pick of J.P. Morgan (see
article, page 8), despite the 75% fall late last week in the market
value of Energis, the European telecoms business in which the grid
operator owns a 34% stake. “We still like it. Our recommendation
has nothing to do with National Grid’s stake in Energis,” says
Adam Forsyth, a Morgan utility analyst. He adds if Energis goes
bust, its creditors will not have recourse to National Grid. Forsyth
also doubts whether the grid operator will look to bail out or
repurchase Energis following its announcement last Thursday, as
PFR was going to press, that it could break its banking covenants.
Calls to Deutsche Bank’s Ian Turner, another analyst who selected
National Grid as his 12-month stock tip, were not returned. 

CIBC, Deutsche Bank Land 
Trans-Elect Mandate
CIBC World Markets and Deutsche Bank have landed lead roles
on an upcoming $290 million credit funding Trans-Elect’s
acquisition of Consumers Energy’s wires assets because of their early
bird interest in the nascent transmission business and strong
relationship with the company treasurer. “Both the CIBC and
Deutsche Bank teams have long-standing relationships with me,”
says Martin Walicki, senior v.p. of finance and treasurer at Trans-
Elect. Consumers Energy is the utility arm of CMS Energy.

The deal will be broken down into a $200 million bank loan
at the operating company level, and a $25 million revolver. There
will also be a $53 million loan at the holding company level.
CIBC and Deutsche Bank will tap the institutional market,
Walicki says. Required approval from the U.S. Federal
Regulatory Commission is expected in a few months and the
bank deal will be syndicated once that has been granted.
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Shuweihat Banks Carve Out 
Islamic Tranche
Lead arrangers of the Al Shuweihat S1 $1.3 billion project loan
have restructured the deal to include a $250 million Islamic
tranche to broaden the appeal of the deal among Middle Eastern
banks during syndication, says an official involved in the deal. The
banker says the move was necessary because many banks in the
region are unable to provide loans that pay interest under the
terms of Islam’s Sharia law.

Separately the banker says lead arrangers Citibank, Barclays
Capital, Royal Bank of Scotland, Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi,
Kreditanstalt für Wiederaufbau, National Bank of Abu Dhabi
and Abu Dhabi Investment launched retail syndication of the
loan two weeks back and expect to wrap up the financing by
the middle of next month. During wholesale syndication some
18 banks committed to the CMS Energy and International
Power-sponsored transaction (PFR, 12/17).

Berenson Minella Banker Joins
Advisory Boutique
Garth Klimchuck, a managing director and head of Berenson,
Minella & Co.’s power sector mergers & acquisitions group, left
the New York firm last Friday to join a recently formed
investment and merchant banking boutique. The new shop,
Bovaro Partners, was set up last year to advise small and
medium-sized energy companies, primarily in the $150-$400
million range, on raising private capital and M&A. Klimchuck
says Bovaro’s long-term goal is to also make investments in
energy companies.

Bovaro was established by founding partners Robert Bowers,
formerly a senior v.p. at Jeffries & Co., Henry Romaine, v.p. in J.P.
Morgan’s global M&A group, and Joseph Valis, v.p. in Morgan
Stanley’s global energy group. 

The founding partners work out of individual offices in New
Jersey, Ellenville, N.Y. and Baltimore. Klimchuck, who intends to
join in February, will be working from Westchester, N.Y. “With
technology as advanced as it is today, we can have a decentralized
approach to business. We can also be more flexible with our fees
because we keep costs down,” he explains.  

The partners started the firm with funds from their own
savings, says Klimchuck, declining comment on exact investment
details. He also declined to reveal which clients had been signed
up, but says Bovaro is working on several transactions in the
power and gas utilities, renewable energy, coal, lubricants, energy
technology, pipelines and oil and gas areas. 

Ed Tirello, who joined Berensons, Minella last month from
Deutsche Bank, replaces Klimchuck as head of the power
group.

Edelman Exits TD
Kirk Edelman, managing director in TD Securities’ New York
energy group, has left after less than a year at the firm. One banker
says Edelman is a well-known name in project finance circles,
particularly from his time at Dresdner Kleinwort Wasserstein, his
previous shop before joining TD (PFR, 4/15). The reason for his
Jan. 17 departure and whether he has landed elsewhere in the
market could not be determined. A TD spokesman says the firm
remains committed to the energy sector, and so it’s likely Edelman
will be replaced. He declined to comment on why Edelman left.
TD recently reorganized its power team and elevated Julian Bott to
a new slot heading up energy in the U.S.  (PFR, 1/14). 

InterGen Hires Barclays 
For 20-Year U.K. Deal
InterGen has hired Barclays Capital to jointly lead arrange and
underwrite a GBP300-400 million ($426-568 million) non-
recourse loan to fund the construction of Spalding, an 800 MW
combined-cycle gas-fired power plant. The Bechtel and Shell joint
venture had already hired Citibank as one of the leads (PFR, 1/14).

While the exact terms of the deal have yet to be arranged, a
banker familiar with the deal says the loan will likely have a 20-year
tenor, reflecting the long-dated power purchase contract that
InterGen has signed with Centrica, a U.K. supplier of gas and
electricity.  Calls to Nigel Pavey, a financier at Barclays, and Alex
Doyle, a spokesman for InerGen, were not returned. 

Reliant Seeks To Unload 
Argentine Assets
Houston-based Reliant Energy is looking to divest of a utility
and a co-generation facility in Argentina as part of plans to
refocus on its domestic market. The IPP has put Electricidad
Santiago del Estero (EDESE), an electric utility in north-central
Argentina, and Argener, a 160 MW combined heat and power
plant on the block. Sandy Fruhman, a spokeswoman at Reliant,
declined all comment on the sale.  

Market watchers say Reliant has picked an inopportune time to
sell the assets. Given the economic and political uncertainties in
Argentina, the sale process could prove both difficult and time
consuming, they argue. “Argentina is a very risky country to be
involved in right now and with the recent devaluation and turnover
in presidents, we’re going to see these deals slow considerably,” says
one New York M&A banker.    

Reliant originally acquired EDESE, located in Santiago del
Estero, in January 1995.  The utility serves approximately 138,000
customers. Argener was built by Reliant and became operational in
November 1998.
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Merged Japanese Bank Names 
Co-Chiefs  
UFJ Bank, the firm formed Jan. 15 by the merger of Sanwa
Bank and Tokai Bank, has appointed Larry Bressler and Alan
Nakatani as group co-heads of project, utility, energy and
aerospace finance for the U.S. 

Bressler, who held a similar slot at Sanwa, says not much
will change because the merger has been in the works for a
while. Kunio Nakajima, Bressler’s former co-head at Sanwa, is
heading back to Japan, Bressler says. Nakatani was head of
corporate finance for Tokai in the U.S.

Dresdner Lands Debt Originator
Eric Lyons, a debt origination banker at J.P. Morgan, has
joined Dresdner Kleinwort Wasserstein, as a director in its
London based energy and utilities practise. 

Lyons, a 10-year veteran of J.P. Morgan—and formerly
Chase Securities prior to their merger—was most recently an
originator of asset-backed securities (ABS), but has spent most
of his career focused on utility project finance. “J.P. Morgan
lost its appetite for project finance so I moved into
securitization,” explains Lyons. 

At Dresdner Lyons will again focus on utility project
finance, but could at a later stage use some of his ABS
experience to securitize project debt for Dresdner, he forecasts.
Calls to Charles Morgan, head of energy and utilities at
Dresdner, were not returned.

Goldman Transfer Signals London
Commodity Push 
Goldman Sachs has transferred Richard Bronks, managing
director and co-head of commodities in New York, to its
London office in a move that appears to signify a sharper focus
on the European commodity market. Bronks, who landed in
London earlier this month, referred calls to Isabelle Ealet,
managing director in the commodity group in London. Ealet
did not return calls.

In what seems to be a related development, Goldman is
interviewing candidates to launch a weather derivatives desk in
London, according to officials familiar with the plans. The
move follows a similar push in the U.S. last year. Stefan van
Riet, an official at Goldman’s J. Aron commodity trading
division, is believed to be coordinating the effort in London.
Van Riet declined comment.

“They don’t do things unless they’re confident [of success],”
says a rival. The move should help increase liquidity in the
U.K. market, he adds.

Fuel Cell Provider Seeks Financing
H Power, a Clifton, N.J.-based fuel cell provider, is looking
to raise equity capital over the next 18 months to bulk up its
balance sheet and prevent a cash crisis. Thomas O’Neill, an
analyst at Lehman Brothers in New York, says, “If the
company fails to raise the necessary funds, it will run out of
money. Until it becomes cash positive, which we don’t expect
to happen until 2005-6, it needs to find an alternative source
of funds.” 

Bill Zang, cfo of H Power, says the company will likely raise
the funds through a strategic partnership or a secondary
offering, but would not discuss the matter further. He also
declined to comment on the amount of cash it is trying to
raise and whether a time frame has been set.   

O’Neill says that in 2001 H Power will burn through some
$30-32 million of cash. He attributes the loss to the company
commercializing its fuel cell products and general overheads.
“H Power is burning cash right now. It’s a difficult situation,”
he says. H Power has a market capitalization of $183 million
and has $75 million in cash on its balance sheet. 

Citi Looks For Two Bookrunners 
On FPL R.I. Deal
Lead arranger Citibank is looking for two banks to commit
$70 million apiece to secure bookrunnner titles on its $425
million leaseback financing for FPL Energy’s Rhode Island
State Energy Partners project. That commitment will garner an
effective 0.625% upfront fee across the three-tranche deal, says
a banker familiar with the deal. A $60 million commitment
will bag an arranger title and the same fee. “I think it’s
attractive, market pricing,” the banker says. Another adds that
there has been a buzz about the deal, given the relatively un-
crowded loan mart in the sector at this point in the year and
the fact parent FPL Group is a strong name. Calls to bankers
at Citi and a spokeswoman at FPL Energy in Juno Beach, Fla.,
were not returned by press time.

Citi, which is looking to wrap up syndication of the
fully-underwritten deal by Feb. 8, is looking to round out
the bank roster with co-arrangers committing $50 million
for 50 basis points and co-agents taking $35 million tickets
for 40 basis points.

The financing is being used to construct a 535 MW gas-
fired plant in Johnston, R.I. (PFR, 1/6). The 6.5-year loan is
being split into three tranches, a semi-corporate A loan,
covering some 85% of the funding, a roughly 12% B loan
secured against the project, and a small equity tranche. The
plant has a three-year partial off-take contract, leading one
banker to dub it ‘quasi-merchant.’
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Tap Tap
U.K. Distributor Cuts Cost With
Relaunch
United Utilities Electricity, a Warrington, U.K.-based distribution
business, managed to better the yield spread on a long-dated
fungible bond issue for the second time in three months when it
tapped the issue last week. 

Robert St. John, managing director and head of fixed-income
origination at lead underwriter Royal Bank of Scotland, says the
wires business, formerly called Norweb, managed to cut the credit
spread on the issue by 13 basis points to 85 basis points over the
6% gilt due 2028. Last November it issued a GBP50 million
offering at a 98 basis point spread and last June it issued GBP100
million of notes at a 110 basis point spread.

United Utilities originally issued a $300 million 30-year deal in
1996 with an 8.75% coupon, according to a RBoS fixed-income
analyst. Because the coupon is far above current levels for an A2/A-
rated name United Utilities was able to tap the market this week
with notes priced at a steep premium, he explains. The notes were
priced 43.165% above par, meaning that United received GBP143
million in cash for the GBP100 million offering.

Tom Fallon, treasurer at United Utilities, says issuing at a
mega-premium makes no difference to either it or European
investors as the rate of return and cash flow are the same as on a
new deal. He adds that by tapping an existing issue United
Utilities is able to add liquidity to the deal. The RBoS analyst
adds that tapping an existing deal is a pragmatic solution. “It’s

quick and easy, as documention is minimal and you already have
an investor base to tap.”

Ameren Issues Securities 
To Help Fund projects
Ameren will use the bulk of the proceeds from a Jan. 16
$100 million unsecured notes offering to help fund the
construction of two generating facilities in Illinois with a
710 MW combined capacity, according to Linda DeWine,
an analyst at Fitch, who rated the deal. 

DeWine adds Ameren will also use the offering to trim its
outstanding $763 million of commercial paper obligations. Susan
Gallagher, a spokeswoman at the St. Louis, Mo.-based utility
holding company, declined all comment on the bond offering.   

The A2/A rated five-year bond deal pays a coupon of 5.7% and
was priced at 99.74. Joint lead managers for the sale were Goldman
Sachs and Lehman Brothers. 

Discussing the current financing environment, DeWine says,
“It’s generally a very attractive time to come into the
marketplace…because of the low interest rates.”   

Fitch has Ameren’s rating on negative outlook because of a
pending rate case for AmerenUE, an electric utility subsidiary.
According to Fitch, Missouri’s Public Unitiy Commission
could lower its tariffs by $213-250 million. It has also assigned
a negative outlook because of its planned construction of the
two plants. Developing these projects could further dent the
company’s finances, according to Fitch.

Corporate Strategies

Abu Dhabi Seeks Bids 
For Privatized Power Co.
The Abu Dhabi Water & Electricity Authority
(ADWEA) has decided to forge ahead with

plans to privatize and expand capacity at Um Al Nar Power
Co. and has asked international developers to submit initial
bids within the next few weeks.

Until recently the prospects for the project remained
shrouded in uncertainty as ADWEA, the state-run utility, “to
and fro’d between privatizing the plant or developing a third
Al Taweelah project,” explains a Middle Eastern power banker.
He adds that having opted for the former strategy, ADWEA is
now looking to implement a fast-track approach for the deal.
ADWEA plans to announce a shortlist of bidders by the end
of February, he says.

ADWEA plans to sell Um Al Nar, a power and water

desalination provider near Abu Dhabi City, to an international
developer and require the buyer to add extra capacity as part of
the sale agreement. Dean Hudson, a banker at ADWEA’s advisor
Credit Suisse First Boston, told PFR last summer that ADWEA
wants to increase capacity to 1,750 MW and 150 million gallons
of desalinated water a day, from its current load of 1,100 MW
and 80 million gallons. This follows the Al Taweelah A2 model
(PFR, 9/6/99). When ADWEA sold the small Taweelah power
and water plant to CMS Energy, the contract also required CMS
to more than double the size of the facility, explains Hudson.
CSFB also advised on this transaction. Calls to Hudson last week
were not returned.

Likely bidders for Um Al Nar include AES, EDF
International, International Power, and InterGen, says a
London banker. An EDF official confirmed it is evaluating the
project but declined further comment. Calls to the other firms’
Middle Eastern offices were not returned.

Middle East & North Africa
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Banks Syndicate InterGen 
Mexican Financing

Lead arrangers Citibank, BNP Paribas and the Export
Development Corp., Canada’s national credit export agency,
expect to close syndication next month on InterGen’s $533
million project loan for the construction of La Rosita I and II
(1,075 MW), says a project financier familiar with the matter.
Approximately 10-12 banks have already signed up with
commitments in the $40-$50 million range, he says. He declined
to name the banks or comment on the fees. 

According to the financier, the deal has gone smoothly
despite the crisis in Argentina that spread shock waves
throughout Latin America. “Mexico is more closely linked with

the U.S. than with Latin America. Most people in the industry
now consider Mexico to be somewhat of an extension of the
U.S.,” he explains. 

InterGen originally intended to complete a $417 million loan
last April to develop La Rosita I, but delayed syndication to
include financing for a neighboring plant, La Rosita II. Co-
arrangers are Société Générale, KBC Bank and ANZ
Investment Bank (PFR, 4/23). 

La Rosita I will sell approximately 500 MW to Mexico’s
Comision Federal de Electricidad under a 25-year power
purchase agreement and Houston-based Coral Energy will
purchase the balance of the output under a 15-year PPA. The
financier says plans for La Rosita II have not yet been
determined, but both are expected to come on line in 2003. 

Latin America

Latin American Power Financing Calendar
Following is a directory of upcoming projects and related financing in the Latin American power sector. To report new deals
or provide updates, please call Amanda Levin Arnold, Reporter, at (212) 224-3292 or email: alevin@iinews.com 

Sponsor Project Project Size Cost Country Advisor/ Status PFR  
Type (MW) ($mil) Financier Issue

ABB Thermo Bahia Gas-fired 187 205 Brazil - IADB is considering financing a portion of the deal 6/4/01

Ceran - Hydroelectric 360 111 Brazil BNDES Will launch the loan shortly 10/8/01

CFE Rio Bravo III Gas-fired 500 250 Mexico - Only EDF has bid for the BOO project 6/4/01

Compahnia Energetica Termopernambuco Gas-fired 520 403.5 Brazil IADB/BBVA/BNDES Syndication due in Feb. 12/24/01
de Pernambuco

Corporacion Venezolana Tocoma Dam Hydroelectric - 2,100 Venezuela - Expects to bring project on line by 2006 6/25/01
de Guyana

Duke Energy - Gas-fired 500 270 Brazil - - 4/2/01
International

El Paso - Gas-fired 700 600 Brazil - Expects to seal financing shortly 4/2/01

El Paso - Gas-fired 200 200 Mexico - Expects to bring project on line by 2003 4/16/01

Electricité de France - - 4,000 Brazil - Looking to increase capacity by 800 MW 4/16/01

Endesa - Interconnector - 244 Brazil/Argentina IDB,BSCH, Credit Agricole Will syndicate the loan by November 10/8/01

Iberdrola Vera Cruz Gas-fired 800 700 Mexico - IADB has offered assistance to relaunch the 6/9/01
stalled project

Iberdrola, Banco de Termo Gas-fired 540 350 Brazil IDB, BBVA Expects to bring project on line by 2002 3/26/01
Brazil, Previ Pernambuco

Inepar Usina Coal-fired 1,377 1,000 Brazil - - 3/26/01
Termoelectrica 
de Sepetiba

InterGen Carioba Gas-fired 945 670 Brazil - Looking at a $470M non-recouse loan. BNDES 4/23/01
likely to lead the deal

InterGen La Rosita I & II Gas-fired 1,060 533 Mexico Citibank, BNP Paribas, Expects to close syndication in February. 1/28/02
EDC, SocGen 
KBC, ANZ

PSEG Global SAESA Distribution N/A 450 Chile J.P. Morgan Considering taking out  a $300M loan 9/24/01
company to fund the acquisition

PSEG Global Electroandes Hydroelectric 183 227 Peru J.P. Morgan Considering taking out a $100M loan to 9/27/01
fund the acquisition

Sempra Energy Resour - Gas-fired 600 350 Mexico - Considering a project-level bank loan or bonds 3/5/01

Union Fenosa La Laguna II 450  - Mexico - - 7/2/01

Union Fenosa Tuxpan III & IV Gas-fired 938 600 Mexico Possibly WestLB, Expects to bring plant on line by 2003 6/4/01
First Union & Citi
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U.K. utility analyst Mark Robinson believes that the London-
based IPP could rally some 50% on the back of, among other
things, a more favorable generation outlook in Texas and New
England. 

The bulk of International Power’s U.S. generation portfolio
is in ERCOT and NEPOOL, two areas where the market has
priced in permanent overcapacity and slim margins. However,
with developers shelving some 70 GW of U.S. projects over
the past few months, pricing in these regions will rebound in
the long term, according to Robinson.

He is also bullish on International Power because he believes
power prices should rise in the U.K. with the retirement of old
coal-fired facilities.

Robinson expects International Power’s EPS to rise
GBP0.122 in 2001 to GBP0.142 this year. International
Power closed last Tuesday at GBP2.10 and has a 12-month
trading range of GBP1.86-3.31.

Goldman’s U.K. utility analyst, Philip Green, says the U.K. utility
sector could prove “patchy at best” this year, but tips Scottish &
Southern as the best performer based on its strong track record
and the possibility of it executing a major deal this year.

“It’s not dirt cheap, but this could be an interesting year for
the company. It’s at the cross-roads and needs to execute a
balance sheet transaction.” 

Green says the company has an underutilized balance
sheet—interest coverage of seven, compared to an industry
average of three—and needs to make a debt-financed deal to
better leverage itself. SSE could issue up to GBP2 billion of
debt to fund an acquisition or slightly less to fund a stock buy-
back program, he argues. 

SSE has long been looking for an acquisition both in the
U.K. and U.S., but has rightly shied away because of high
prices. However falling prices in the U.K. could offer it some

acquisition opportunities this year, argues Green.
Green expects SSE’s EPS to rise to GBP0.50 this year from

GBP0.475 in 2001. S&S closed at GBP6.30 last Tuesday. The
stock’s 52-week range is GBP5.46-6.99.

Ian Turner admires National Grid, the U.K. grid operator, for its
smart acquisition of two U.S. utilities, New England Electric
System in 2000 and its pending tie up with Niagara Mohawk.
The London-based U.K. analyst notes that the NEES deal has
proved a success and says that National Grid has not overpaid for
either outfit. National Grid is paying some 30% more than book
value for Niagara Mohawk, compared to the two times book
value that ScottishPower stumped up for PacifiCorp, says Turner.
Turner declined to give an earnings forecast. National Grid closed
at GBP4.55 last Tuesday. Its 12-month high and low is GBP4.16
and GBP6.42, respectively.

U.K. power analyst Gareth Lewis-Davies is bullish on
Edinburgh-based ScottishPower because he believes
investors have not reflected the value of its U.S. operations
in its share price.

ScottishPower’s U.S. utility subsidiary, PacifiCorp., was
beset with problems last year, notably the unexpected
shutdown of its Hunter power plant in Nevada last spring.
Rebooting the unit and covering the generation shortfall in the
open market forced the Edinburgh utility to make a GBP320
million loss provision in 2001. But this should prove a one-off
event and ScottishPower should be able to recover much of the
loss through an expected relaxation of PacifiCorp.’s regulatory
tariff structure, forecasts Lewis-Davies.

The Lehman analyst believes ScottishPower’s earnings per
share will rise from GBP0.26 in 2001 (including writedowns
for PacifiCorp) to GBP0.36 this year. Scottish Power closed at
GBP4.20 and has a 52-range of GBP3.20-5.37. 

U.K. Stock Picks - Grid Operator Leads The Pack

With two heavyweight players—J.P. Morgan and Deutsche Bank—tipping the stock and a third—UBS Warburg—also bullish on the
grid operator, National Grid is the firm favorite among U.K. sell-side analysts this year. All three firms like National Grid because its
recent U.S. acquisition spree broadens its focus from a pure wires business into a vertically integrated utility. ScottishPower, another
utility with a toe-hold in the U.S., also garnered support. While its stateside business suffered a tough year, ScottishPower may have been
overly punished by investors, according to Lehman Brothers.

Commerzbank’s - Mark Robinson

International Power (IPR) at GBP3.10

Deutsche Bank’s - Ian Turner

National Grid (NGG) at GBP5.50

Goldman Sachs’ - Philip Green

Scottish & Southern (SSE) at GBP7.00 

Lehman Brothers’ - Gareth Lewis-Davies

ScottishPower (SPW) at GBP5.62
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Adam Forsyth, an Edinburgh-based U.K. utility analyst,
also plumps for National Grid as his favored stock tip. He
pinpoints National Grid’s stateside acquisition strategy as
the primary driver of the company’s stock value. The
purchase of New England Electric Service has proved a
success, and Niagara Mohawk should also prove a shrewd
investment, especially as regulators have awarded it an
attractive tariff structure, says Forsyth. Niagara Mohawk has
been less well run that NEES, so there should also be more
opportunity to implement cost controls and improve
earnings, he argues. 

Like Deutsche Bank’s Ian Turner, Forsyth says National
Grid has underperformed the sector recently
because U.S. merger arbitrage funds have
been short-selling the stock and going long
Niagara Mohawk ahead of the tie up. This
downside pressure should abate once the
deal is formally ratified, says Forsyth.

Forsyth expects National Grid’s earnings
per share to grow from GBP0.238 to
GBP0.289 this year. National Grid closed at

GBP4.55 last Tuesday. The stock’s 52-week range is GBP4.16
and GBP6.42, respectively.

Andrew Wright favors Centrica, a gas, power and financial
services outfit, because it is the market leader in the U.K.’s retail
energy market. It has a lot of strength both in terms of scale and
brand recognition, says the London-based U.K. power analyst.

This strength should allow Centrica to increase gas margins by
5.2% this year without impacting customer numbers. This should
lead to more than a GBP200 million rise in Centrica’s bottom line
profits, calculates Wright. “2002 will be a year when Centrica
restores profitability to the U.K. market,” he adds. Another
attraction of Centrica is that investors are
affording the stock less value-per customer
than other U.K. utilities, such as Innogy.

Wright believes Centrica’s earnings per
share will rise from GBP0.0855 last year to
GBP0.147 in 2002. Centrica closed last
Tuesday at GBP2.28 and has a 12-month
trading range of GBP1.92-2.53.

UBS Warburg’s - Andrew Wright

Centrica (CNA) at GBP2.70

J.P. Morgan’s - Adam Forsyth

National Grid (NGG) GBP5.36

Adam Forsyth Andrew Wright 
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Generation Auction & Sale Calendar
Following is a directory of ongoing generation asset sales. The accuracy of the information, which is derived from many
sources, is deemed reliable but cannot be guaranteed. To report new auctions or changes in the status of a sale, please call
Will Ainger, managing editor, at (44-20) 7303-1735 or e-mail wainger@euromoneyplc.com.

Seller Plants Location MW Plant Type Advisor Status
American Electric Power/ Northeastern units 3 & 4 Okla. 300 Coal N/A Reviewing sale strategies.
Central and Southwest Corp. Lon C. Hill Texas 546 Gas

Nueces Bay Texas 559 Gas
Ennis S. Joslin Texas 249 Gas

ADWEA Um Al Nar Abu Dhabi 1,100 Gas & Water Desalination CSFB Expected to send out RFPs in December.

Central Hudson Gas & Electric Syracuse N.Y. 100 CHP Navigant Final bids due by late Nov.
Beaver falls N.Y. 100 CHP
Niagara falls N.Y. 52 Coal

CMS Energy Loy Yang Melbourne, Australia 2,000 Coal Not chosen Announced intention to sell.
Ensenada Argentina 128 Gas-fired J.P. Morgan
CT Mendoza Argentina 520 Gas-fired J.P. Morgan
El Chocon Argentina 1,320 Hydroelectric J.P. Morgan

DPL All plants Ohio 3,500 N/A Morgan Stanley

Enel Eurogen Italy 7,008 Various - Having sold Elettrogen it will sell one of two 
Interpower Italy 2,611 Various - other generation portfolios shortly.

Enron Bahia Las Minas Panama 355 PwC Intention to sell.
Pueto Quetzal Guatemala 110 (administrator)
PQPLLC Guatemala 124
Margarita II Nicaragua 70.5
EcoElectrica Puerto Rico 507
Puerto Plata Dominican Republic 185
Cuiaba Brazil 480
Nowa Sarzyna Poland 116
Sarlux Italy 551
Trakya Turkey 478
Chengdu Cogen China 284
Northern Marianas Guam 80
Bantagas Philippines 110
Dabhol India 2,184
Subic Bay Philippines 116
Teesside U.K. 1875 
Wilton U.K. 154

IVO Energy Brigg U.K. 240 Gas BNP Paribas Preparing information memo.
South Humber U.K. 1,240 Gas
Grangemouth*** U.K. 130 Gas
Edenderry Ireland 120 Peat

Independent Energy Various U.K. 130 N/A KPMG KPMG is handling the asset sale after 
Independent Energy went into receivership. 

MARCOR Remediation - Calif. 5.7 Wood - -
(A broker acting for an
undisclosed seller)

Niagara Mohawk Power Nine Mile Point 1 N.Y. 1,614 Nuclear N/A Awaiting bids.
Nine Mile Point 2 N.Y. 1,140 Nuclear N/A

North Atlantic Energy Seabrook* N.H. 408 Nuclear N/A Must be sold by Dec. 2003. 

Oman (Ministry of Housing, Rusail Oman 730 Gas - -
Electricity & Water) Ghubratt  Oman 507 CHP

Wad Al-Jazzi Oman 350 Gas

Ontario Power Generation Lennox Ontario 2,140 Oil, gas Merrill Lynch & Expects to sell Lennox and Lakeview shortly.
Lakeview Ontario 1,140 Coal Scotia Capital-
Atikokan Ontario 215 Coal
Thunder Bay Ontario 310 Coal
Mississagi River Ontario 490 Hydro

Pacific Gas & Electric 68 Plants Calif. 3,800 Hydro Morgan Stanley Awaiting PUC approval. Expect sale to close 
shortly. 
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Public Service Co. of New Merrimack N.H. 475.8 Coal J.P. Morgan Subject to approval for rate settlement by PUC 
Hampshire (Northeast Utilities) Newington N.H. 415 Oil/gas and state legislature.

Schiller N.H. 146.6 Oil/gas
Lost Nation N.H. 19.1 Diesel
Merrimack N.H. 42.2 Diesel
Schiller N.H. 18 Diesel
White Lake N.H. 23 Diesel
Amoskeag N.H. 17.5 Hydro
Ayers Island N.H. 9.1 Hydro
Canaan Vt. 1.1 Hydro
Eastman Falls N.H. 6.5 Hydro
Garvins Falls N.H. 12.1 Hydro
Gorham N.H. 2.1 Hydro
Hoolsett N.H. 1.95 Hydro
Jackman N.H. 3.55 Hydro
Smith N.H. 14.2 Hydro

Reliant Resources Reliant Energy Power Netherlands 3,476 Mixture Merrill Lynch Is looking to seal sale imminently
Generation Benelux
Argener Argentina 160 CHP - -

ScottishPower Hazelwood Victoria, Australia 1,600 Coal CSFB Final bids due shortly.

TXU Lake Creek Texas 323 Gas Merrill Lynch Reviewing sales strategy.
Tradinghouse Texas 1,340
River Crest Texas 110
Mountain Creek Texas 893
Parkdale Texas 327
North Main Texas 123

Monticello Texas 1,900 Coal Merrill Lynch Is looking to sell an undisclosed number of its 
Martin Lake Texas 2,250 coal assets.
Big Brown Texas 1,150
Sandow Texas 545

Wisconsin Energy Bridgeport Conn. 1,100 (combined) - - Has put up for sale following collaspe 
New Haven Conn. 1,100 (combined) of NRG deal.

* North Atlantic Energy owns 34.8% of Seabrook
*** Fortum owns 75% of Grangemouth. Mitsubishi owns the remainder.  

Generation Auction & Sale Auction (cont’d)
Seller Plants Location MW Plant Type Advisor Status
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FIVE EASY WAYS TO ORDER:

Fuel Cell Co. Seeks Funds
To Stave Off Bankruptcy
ZeTek Power, a London-based fuel cell
developer, is looking to raise $10-12
million in private equity by Dec. 7 to
fend off bankruptcy. The company was
pushed to the brink of collapse last
month when one of its private equity
investors, Texaco, decided to walk
away from a private financing round.

See story, page 3
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DUKE SEEN BUYING CMS PLANT DOWN UNDER
Duke Energy International is close to purchasing CMS Energy’s 50% stake in a 
2,000 MW coal-fired plant in Australia, says an official familiar with the matter. While
neither party would comment on the pending asset sale, Peter Barnett, a spokesman at
CMS in Dearborn, Mich., says it is close to finding a buyer and could announce a sale
before year-end. Jennifer Epstein, a spokeswoman at Duke Energy in Atlanta, referred
calls to spokespeople at its international division in Houston, who did not respond. 

CMS put its stake in the Loy Yang power plant up for sale in the first quarter of last
year and last December decided to write down its entire $267 million equity
investment in the Melbourne-based facility. “We have decided to exit the generation
market in Australia because it has not been as profitable as we initially expected,” says
Barnett. He adds CMS has not set a specific price tag on the plant and declined to

(continued on page 12)

LONDON UTILITY READIES $1.4B MTN 
PROGRAM TO FUND TXU ACQUISITIONS
London Electricity, the holding company for Electricité de France’s U.K. generation,
supply and wire assets, is in the process of arranging a GBP1 billion ($1.42 billion)
medium-term note program and is considering tapping the shelf shortly to refinance
some GBP500 million of recent acquisition costs.

Steve Bott, group finance manager in London, says the utility has hired BNP
Paribas to arrange the program and may use the French bank to underwrite the first
bond deal. “Bankers being bankers, [BNP] will no doubt want to lead the deal, but
nothing has been decided.” Any bond offering is unlikely to hit the market before

(continued on page 12)

TRIO OF COMPANIES NEARS EPA DEAL, 
BOND FINANCING LIKELY
Several major U.S. power companies, including Cinergy, PSEG Power and South
Carolina Public Service Authority, are close to reaching agreements with the United
States Environmental Protection Agency about cutting SO2 and NOx emissions from
their coal-fired generation units, a move that could result in several hundred million
dollars in bond financing. “In the main we’re looking at old, small, dirty units being
shut down and larger units refurbished,” according to an attorney at the EPA in
Washington, D.C. 

Cinergy has estimated the cost of buying and installing new pollution control
equipment at $1.4 billion, but this figure does not include the cost of shutting down or

(continued on page 12)
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Financing Record (JANUARY 17 - JANUARY 24)

Bonds
Date Maturity Issuer Amount Price Type of Security Coupon (%) Moody’s S&P Book Manager(s)

01/17/02 02/01/12 Vivendi Environnement 660.5 99.52 Fxd/Straight Bd 5.875 NA A BNP PARIBAS/NBP

01/17/02 01/29/07 RWE 132.5 99.841 Fxd/Straight Bd 4.75 Aa3 AA- BNP PARIBAS

01/22/02 03/25/26 United Utilities (Norweb) 143.6 143.165 Fxd/Straight Bd 8.875 A2 NA RBS

01/23/02 12/28/05 Nederlandse Waterschapsbank 100 99.081 Fxd/Straight Bd 4.25 Aaa AAA RBC

M&A
Date Announced Date Effective Target Name Target Country Acquiror Acquiror Country Value ($mil)

01/18/02 01/18/02 Emelec Ecuador AES U.S. -

01/18/02 - Houay Ho Power Laos Houay Ho Tahi Thailand 10

01/18/02 01/18/02 Vermont Yankee Megawatt Plant U.S. Investor Group U.S. 5.4

01/21/02 - Arcos de la Frontera Power Spain Electrabel Belgium -

Source: Thomson Financial Securities Data Company. For more information, call Rich Peterson at (973) 645-9701.

triple-B + rating,” he says.
Salomon Smith Barney and Lehman Brothers were hired

last year to advise on the separation (PFR, 9/2), but the
spokesman says there will be a competitive bid process for the
equity mandate with a wider group of banks. He was unable
to say how many would be invited to bid. Talks with
prospective underwriters have yet to start and he was unable to
specify a timeline.

AEP last year signaled it would be splitting into two
corporations—wholesale generation  and utility operations—
to comply with Texas and Ohio state regulation. The
spokesman says the additional equity would also help back any
future acquisitions. 

AEP’s decision to spin off its unregulated wholesale power
business bucks the recent trend of IPPs being refolded into
their existing parents. Earlier this month UtiliCorp. won
shareholder approval to repurchase the 20% of Aquila that it
spun off last Spring. 

—Peter Thompson

AEP PLOTS
(continued from page 1)

comment. Calls to Tawney in Houston were not returned. A
spokeswoman at Morgan Stanley was unable to provide a
comment by press time. 

Doug Kline, a spokesman at Sempra Energy in San Diego,
says the company is reviewing its weather derivatives strategy
following the departure of its own head of weather (PFR,
1/21). He declined further comment. 

Citibank/Salomon Smith Barney may also be in the frame,
says another official. The latter link up would make sense as
SSB has been looking at the market for a while, and Tawney
would be able to bring in an “outstanding” team, comments
one dealer. However, another official says SSB’s interest in the
market may have waned over recent months. A Citi
spokesman declined comment.

Enron’s weather desk accounted for 20-35% of U.S.
volume, says a trader, adding that it has been out of the
market since the December Chapter 11 filing. A market
official notes Tawney has been difficult to get hold of since
then because of his hectic travel schedule. Eric Thode, an
Enron spokesman in Houston, confirmed the desk is dormant,
but declined comment on the prospect of Tawney’s group
taking flight. He adds the company is still determining which
businesses are going to be a part of on-going operations, so
was unable to comment on future weather plans.

While the loss of a counterparty of Enron’s magnitude
clearly isn’t a positive, the trader says the dispersal of talent
might be. “It’s a big team with a lot of quality and they’ll end

ENRON WEATHER
(continued from page 1)

up at other houses,” he adds. The spreading of expertise can
only be good for a market where a blockbuster month sees
trade numbers hit double digits, he continues. Another official
cautions that the full impact of the collapse won’t really be
clear until the end of the winter when hedges mature and end
users add up what they’ve won or lost.

—P.T.
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Quote Of The Week
“The new person will almost have to be from another planet.
Superman, perhaps.”—John Olson, a utility analyst at Sanders
Morris Harris, citing the qualities needed to fill the vacant top slot at
Enron (see story, page 1).

One Year Ago In Power Finance & Risk
Engage Networks, a business-to-business energy management
software developer based in Milwaukee, selected Credit Suisse
First Boston to lead an initial public offering, which could
have potentially netted the company between $100-200
million. [Engage subsequently shelved its IPO plans because of
difficult market conditions, according to a banker familiar with
the matter. “To get an IPO done right now is just not possible.
Aside from Engage Networks, other companies like Silicon
Energy and Power Measurement Limited have also put their
IPO plans on hold,” he says. The banker adds that Engage is
still actively working with CSFB and that it is just waiting for
the market to turn around before floating.]

perhaps,” he adds. 
Edward Metz, an analyst at SNL Securities in Charlottesville,

Va., predicts Lay’s successor could be an ex-politician with
experience running an energy business. “Enron really needs
someone with high ethical standards,” he says. “Hiring a
politician would be a shrewd move because one of the things it
has to do is rebuild its relationships in Washington.” He
believes the new ceo will have a unique opportunity to bring
Enron back from the dead. “There are plenty of very bright,
well-educated people still at Enron. If the new ceo provides the
vision, the company could get back to profitability.” 

However, it will be hard to create a functioning entity out of
the wreckage of Enron because of its substantial bank debt,
observes Andre Meade, an analyst at Commerzbank Securities in
New York. “If the creditors committee can find someone who is
unbiased, has experience with troubled entities and can rationally
look at the parts of Enron that are left, then it might be possible.” 

But finding a suitable candidate will be far from easy.
“They’re not going to find someone,” says a risk manager at a
major U.S. power company. “No one wants that job,” he adds,
especially now that Enron has relinquished control of its

FINDING A SUCCESSOR
(continued from page 1)

Bart de Bie, a power investment banker at J.P. Morgan in New
York, who declined to comment, citing confidentiality issues.
Steve Brash, a spokesman at Cinergy,
would not disclose the sale price or
provide further details except to say, “We
are in the process of potentially divesting
various assets, which include our wind
projects.”    

Sell-side analysts contacted by PFR
were unaware of the sale. David Burks, a
utility analyst at J.J.B. Hilliard in
Louisville, Ky., says that many companies
in Ohio are taking a closer look at their business structures to
figure out what makes the most sense following the
deregulation of the electricity industry over the past two years.
“Cinergy’s decision to sell would reflect the company’s view
that there are better [growth] opportunities elsewhere. Its wind
assets have always been a peripheral business, so the move
makes sense,” he reasons. 

Daniele Seitz, an analyst at Salomon Smith Barney in New
York, points out that a large number of power companies are

selling non-essential assets to shore up their balance sheets. “The
profit margins on generation have diminished relative to last
year. This is not the most generous period to be long in
generation,” she says.   

Analysts say that FPL Energy would be the most natural
domestic buyer because it is already the
dominant wind generator in the U.S.
They add that FPL might opt to purchase
existing facilities, instead of building new
ones, in light of the December expiration
of a federal wind-energy tax credit that
offered a tax break to companies building
new wind farms. Calls to Dean Gosselin,
v.p. of wind development at FPL in Juno
Beach, Fla., were not returned and Jane

McGuinness, a company spokeswoman, declined to discuss
the matter. 

Some 29% of FPL’s generation portfolio comprises wind
farms. It has 1,439 MW in Iowa, Kansas, Texas, Minnesota,
Wisconsin, Washington, Oregon and California. This past
December, FPL put into operation the King Mountain Clean
Energy Center (278 MW) near Odessa, Texas and the Stateline
Clean Energy Center near Walla Walla, Wash. (263 MW). 

—Amanda Levin Arnold

CINERGY TO UNLOAD
(continued from page 1)

Cinergy’s Wind Farm Portfolio
Project Size Cinergy’s Location

(MW) Share
Peetz Table 30 30 Colorado
Desequilla 19.5 9.5 Spain
Ascoy 6 1.2 Spain
Ceasa 63.6 31.8 Spain
Despro 15 7.5 Spain
Paxareiras 40 19.2 Spain
Pico Gallo 25 12.5 Spain
San Gorgonio 43 21.7 California
Foote Creek I, II, III 43.8 43.8 Wyoming

wholesale trading operation. “UBS [Warburg] has got the best
deal in town,” he quips. —A.L.A.


